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TPF Clay Shoot: We’re Back!
Thank you to everyone who supported and
participated in the 2021 TPF Clay Shoot! 68

end the year on a sound footing.
Congratulations to our top finishers and top

team members and more than a dozen addi-

teams, which are listed on page 8 along with

tional guests gathered on October 14 at Quail

photos from the event (additional photos are

Creek Sporting Ranch in Okeechobee for our

online at www.floridaturf.com/2021ClayShoot).

first in-person event since April 2019.

This event was designed for two very
specific purposes - to give our members a
chance to reconnect and to raise money to
support TPF - and it was extremely successful
on both accounts.

And don’t forget to mark your calendars

now for Growing Better 2022: The TPF

Annual Meeting and Field Day on Thursday

and Friday, April 28-29, 2022 in the Tampa Wimauma area.

That event will include the annual meeting

The association has fared well through the

lunch, Top Golf FUN-draiser, and the always-

significant challenges of 2020 and 2021 due to

popular Reception & Dinner on Thursday, fol-

careful board direction and management. But

lowed by Friday’s on-farm Field Day & Trade

given the cancellation of the organization’s

Show hosted by Council Growers and Bayside

only major fundraiser not just once, but for two

Sod.

years in a row, we were very grateful to those
associate and farm members who went out of
their way to give a bit extra to ensure that we

We’ll look forward to seeing you there!

News and Notes
Tiffany Bailey Recognized for
Innovation and Achievement
Tiffany Bailey, president and owner of
Bayside Sod and Honeyside Farms, has
been recognized by two major regional
business publications for outstanding
achievement. In 2020, the Tampa Bay
Business Journal named Tiffany one of its “40 Under 40”
Honorees. The program recognizes young professionals
who’ve achieved success in their field and demonstrate a
commitment to bettering Tampa Bay. In 2021, the Business
Observer also recognized Tiffany as a “40 Under 40” honoree
along with her business mentor Cheryl Biron. Congratulations, Tiffany!

FNGLA CEO Ben Bolusky to Retire
After nearly 24 years at the helm of the
Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscape
Association, CEO Ben Bolusky plans to
retire in June 2022. Ben was an integral
part of adding “Landscape” to the thenFlorida Nurserymen and Growers Association in 2004 in recognition of the significant impact of that
segment of the industry. He also served during a series of
devastating hurricanes including Charley in 2004 which
battered the entire state of Florida and destroyed many
nurseries and greenhouses. Ben led an FNGLA delegation to

Washington D.C., which secured hundreds of millions of
dollars in federal assistance and set the precedent for nursery
eligibility which continues today.
Among other milestones of his career was the overhaul of
the federal nursery crop insurance policy and the establishment of a committee to liaison with the Florida Department
of Transportation to assist with its state road and highway
landscape beautification policies and practices.
Prior to his work at FNGLA, Bolusky served for 12 years as
Director of Government Affairs at the then-American Nursery
& Landscape Association (now called AmericanHort) in Washington, D.C. Bolusky will cap his work at the Association
during FNGLA’s Convention in June 2022. FNGLA has
launched a national search to hire a new CEO. Interested

candidates can review the position announcement at
www.fngla.org.

In Remembrance: Keith Vinson
Long-time TPF member Keith Vinson,
43, passed away on September 3, 2021
in Sebring, Florida after a long battle
with COVID. He was born May 3, 1978 in
Lake Wales, Florida to Paul Vinson and
Donna Teal and was a lifelong resident
of Avon Park. Keith worked in the golf
industry before turning to sod production and had been a
valued employee at SMR Farms and Babcock Turf before join02 | Clippings | Turfgrass Producers of Florida

ing the LOVING Company as director of their Southwest Farm.
Keith is survived by his mother Donna Teal Massey of Avon
Park, FL; father Paul Vinson of Avon Park; and brother Wayne
Vinson (Holly) of Keystone Heights, FL. His twin brother Heath
passed away on August 22; a joint celebration of life service
was held for the brothers on Oct. 2 at Avon Park Lakes Baptist
Church. Keith was a well-loved friend and colleague in the
industry. His gentle and cheerful presence will be missed.

Smith Elected Florida Farm Bureau
President
Delegates at the 2021 Florida Farm Bureau
Annual Meeting have elected Jeb Smith of St.
Johns County to a two-year term as president

of the organization. A lifelong resident and
business owner in St. Johns County, Smith
and his family produce cattle, hay and sod. Smith’s family
has farmed the land in St. Johns County for more than onehundred years. His current family farm will be recognized as
a Century Pioneer Family Farm in March of 2022.
Smith began his Farm Bureau career as a local volunteer
leader and has received the Florida Farm Bureau Outstanding
Young Farmer and Rancher Achievement Award and Discussion Meet Award. He has also served on American Farm
Bureau’s advisory committees. Locally, Smith is serving his
second term as St. Johns County Commissioner for District 2
and serves on the Rodeheaver Boys Ranch Board of Directors.
He has served on multiple local boards including, the Hastings Drainage District, the Farm Service Agency, St. Johns
County Overall Extension Advisory Committee and the 4-H
Association Board of Directors. Smith studied at Ambassador
Baptist College in Shelby, NC and is the founding pastor of
God’s Way Baptist Church in Hastings. Jeb and his wife
Wendy have been married for more than 27 years. They have
four grown children: Jared (m. Kamryn), Cady, Jeremy, and
Cayla.

Welcome New Members!
Associate Member
Insurance Office of America Agribusiness Division

Davis Anderson | davis.anderson@ioausa.com
Cole Hubka | cole.anderson@ioausa.com
Longwood, FL | 407-919-8805
www.ioausa.com/business-insurance/agribusiness-agriculture
IOA Agribusiness is a division of Insurance Office of America
that specializes solely in the agriculture industry. We understand the risks unique to your business and the coverages
required for your protection, and we’re the only agency in
Florida with access to the top 5 agriculture insurance
carriers in the state.

Magnum Netting
Full Page
(Fall 2021)

(Repeat from Summer)
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The Missing Piece in Most
Farming Operations
Tiffany Bailey, Honeyside Farms / Bayside Sod

potential to significantly impact the efficiency of your farm,
your employee turnover and your bottom line. It’s not a new

Problem #1: Employees

are not known as people.
This occurs when owners

type of equipment or a revolutionary new input for your

and supervisors fail to get

crops. And it won’t cost you penny. What we are talking

to know and understand

about is employee engagement.

employees as individuals.

Countless studies show that increasing employee
engagement results in increased labor efficiencies, higher
employee retention rates and a healthier bottom line. A

recent Gallup study (news. gallup.com/businessjournal/ 191831/
engaged-workplaces-safer-employees. aspx) showed that

companies with high employee engagement have 70% fewer
safety incidents compared to companies with low employee
engagement.
So if we know that the benefits of increasing employee
engagement are real, why do we hear so little about it in the
world of agriculture? And if we want to make employee
engagement a priority, how do we tangibly go about doing
that?
There are many reasons why we may choose to not make
employee engagement a priority. A common reason is that
we are busy. Especially on farms, there is always work to do.

And the type of work that it takes to increase employee
engagement doesn’t provide the immediate results we
enjoy seeing from our hard work such as a flush of growth
after a healthy application of nutrients or a knock- down of
problematic pests. But if you want the benefits of employee
engagement, you have to put in the time.
So how do we do this engagement thing? In the New York
Times best-selling book The Truth About Employee Engagement, author Patrick Lencioni lists the three most common
reasons that employees are disengaged in their work. Below
is a list of these three problems along with suggested
solutions.

Solution: The solution to
this problem is painfully

easy, yet so underutilized.

Photo: Vegetable & Specialty Crop News

Leaders must take genuine,
personal interest in their employees. Take the time to sit
down with employees and ask them what’s going on in
their lives. It’s one thing to ask an employee how their job
is going. It’s another thing entirely to ask how Friday’s Little
League game went.
Problem #2: Employees don’t know how their job matters.
People not only need money; they need meaning. Human
beings are wired to be needed. When people do not have
sight of their impact, they begin to disengage in their work
slowly but surely.

Solution: To establish relevance in their job, employees must
be able to answer two questions: 1) Who am I helping, and
2)

How am I helping? Be careful when answering these

questions. If the person the employee is helping is too far
from the employee, the impact may feel meaningless. It’s
difficult for a harvester to connect with the family they are
helping feed if that family is unknown and they live across
the country. That harvester is much more likely to feel they
have impact if they understand that they’re helping their
supervisor succeed, especially when that supervisor cares
about them.
Problem #3: Employees can’t measure progress and

contribution. This occurs when an employee has no real
means of assessing his or her progress or success on the

job. Employees in this situation are then left with a feeling
of dependence on a manager to subjectively judge their
performance. Great employees don’t want their success
to depend on subjective views or opinions.
The key to establishing effective measures lies in
identifying the areas that an employee can directly influence
and then providing a specific measurement that is connected to the person or people they are meant to serve. It is
(Continued on page 6)
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Nugent Named 2021
FTGA Wreath of Grass
Recipient
Will Nugent, President and CEO of Bethel Farms, has
been named this year’s recipient of the Florida Turfgrass
Association’s highest honor, the Wreath of Grass. The award
recognizes individuals who have shown consistent, outstanding service to the Florida Turfgrass Association and to the
turfgrass industry as a whole.
Executive Director of Turfgrass Producers of Florida

(TPF) Betsy McGill says, “Will Nugent has been a consistent,
encouraging, collaborative presence to so many people in
many different segments of the industry, for researchers and
the Extension at University of Florida, and for both TPF and
FTGA.”
As CEO of Bethel Farms, Will has proven to be an exceptional collaborator and innovator, not only in marketing but
also e-commerce and other areas, and he is well respected
for his proactive involvement in the industry. One such example is work with the regional water management district to
help them understand industry and production issues and
to develop strategies for water conservation and sustainable
farming.
Nugent is known throughout the industry for his leader-

ship and success in incorporating those traits as guiding
principles of the Bethel Farms culture. In addition, he has

shown commitment toward the industry through his support of FTGA and his charter membership in Florida Sod
Growers Cooperative (FSGC) in 1989, now Turfgrass Producers

along with daughter Ashley and sons Jason and Tyler. Bethel
Farms’ mission is “honoring God by serving our customers
with excellence, innovation, integrity, and teamwork.” The
farm’s vision is “to lead the sod industry through our continual investment in people, products and performance. We never quit.” Its core values are “safety,
service, integrity, innovation” words which also reflect the
character of Will Nugent.

The award will be presented
during the FTGA’s 68th
Annual Conference & Show Awards Luncheon on Thursday,

November 11th at the Omni Championsgate in Orlando. For
more information on the conference or to register, visit
www.ftga.org. Congratulations to Will on a well-deserved
award. His contribution to the turfgrass industry will leave a
lasting mark and set an example for generations to come.

of Florida (TPF). He’s been described as “a man of character,”

Source: Florida Turf Digest

and that applies to his dealings with family, friends, employees and colleagues. His character derives from a strong
grounding in faith.
Will served multiple terms on the FSCG Board of Directors
and held two terms as president. In 2008, he received the
Award of Merit for his contributions to the association. He
later represented Florida on the Turfgrass Producers Interna-

tional board of directors as president of that organization,
and most recently, on the formation committee for a proposed Sod Industry Checkoff. He forged one of the first
partnerships with Sod Solutions on behalf of FSGC/TPF, a
collaboration that increased revenues for the association
and allowed it to grow into a thriving organization. He has
consistently offered land and expertise to University of
Florida researchers as they’ve conducted numerous projects
and initiatives ranging from pest and disease management
to new cultivar breeding.
What started as a high school romance blossomed into a
family business. Will met Kim Bethel in high school and
they’ve been together ever since. Both work at Bethel Farms
06 | Clippings | Turfgrass Producers of Florida

Missing Piece, cont. from page 4
crucial to link this measurement to the area the employee
impacts. Once a leader understands these problems and
solutions, the real work can begin.
Employee engagement is not a task you cross off your to-do
list, and it’s not an event you can just put in your calendar
once a year. This type of work starts with a decision that
must come from within. It’s a decision that says you are
willing to do real work to provide people with more than a
paycheck.

Tiffany Bailey owns Honeyside Farms and Bayside Sod in Parrish,
Florida. This article originally appeared in the September 2021 issue
of Vegetable and Specialty Crop News. Reprinted by permission.

WHEN YOU HAVE A BIG FIELD IN FRONT OF YOU,
YOU NEED A BIG MOWER!

PROGRESSIVE’S PRO-MAX 36
Progressive Turf
Equipment
Full Page
(Fall 2021)
(Repeat from Summer)
Progressive grows with you!

TD92 Shown

MODEL LINEUP:
Roller mower cutting widths:
12’, 15.5’, 22’, 26’, 29.5’
Tri Deck mower cutting widths:
12’, 15.5’, 22’, 36’

Start with the TD92, the industries benchmark
mower, and as your business grows, add on the
PM36 to get 36 feet of mowing production.
Like all of our mowers, a high degree of field
proven part commonality means more uptime
and lower operating cost.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS AT:
www.progressiveturfequip.com
info@progressiveturfequip.com

Like us on Facebook

facebook.com/progressiveturfequip
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Clay Shoot Gallery

Top Team A Bracket: Fountain, Lallement, Browning,
Cloughley.

Top Finishers A Bracket: Browning, Gunter.

Top Finishers B Bracket: Payne, Torgerson.

Top Team B Bracket: Tedder, Brown, Greenwood, Greene.

2021 Clay Shoot Top Finishers
A Bracket: Individual (Score of 85 or higher)
1st Place: Billy Browning (99)
2nd Place: Ward Gunter (98)
B Bracket: Individual (Score of 84 or below)
1st Place: Cale Payne
2nd Place: Coleman Torgerson
A Bracket Team Winner: Florikan/Star Turf
(Team Total of 340 or above)

Billy Browning, Grant Cloughley, Jeremy
Fountain, Jonathan Lallement

B Bracket Team Winner: Bethel Farms
(Team Total of 339 or below)

Jonathan Brown, Nick Greene, Sam Greenwood,
Jamie Tedder

Photos by Krista Browning Photography
Visit our website for more photos!
floridaturf.com/2021ClayShoot
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Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
Bay Breeze
Farms
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Save on the trusted products
you need most from:

Harrell’s
Full Page

•
•
•
•
•

HARRELL’S
BASF
BAYER
SYNGENTA
NUFARM

•
•
•
•

FMC
CORTEVA
SEPRO
PBI GORDON

(Fall 2021)

(Repeat from Summer)

POLYON® Controlled-Release Fertilizer. Success.
Guaranteed.

For more than 30 years, POLYON® Fertilizer’s durable, unique bonded
coating process has been ensuring predictable results you can depend on
- we guarantee it!
For more information about POLYON® Fertilizer and the POLYON®
Guarantee, visit www.harrells.com/polyon or contact your sales
representative today!
DAVE NOWAKOWSKI
dnowakowski@Harrells.com
(786) 390-9154

TRISTAN ROSADO
trosado@Harrells.com
(954) 815-6089

BRAD BABICZ
bbabicz@Harrells.com
(863) 581-9602

www.harrells.com | 800.282.8007
Employee -Owned

TPF Ad 2020 POLYON 7.5x10.indd 1
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Agricultural Best Management Practices Assessment
Tool (BMPAT) For Sod Production
Del Bottcher, PhD, PE, Soil & Water Engineering Technology, Inc.

Pursuant to the Florida Watershed Restoration Act (FWRA),
the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(FDACS), Office of Agricultural Water Policy (OAWP) is authorized to develop and adopt agricultural Best Management
Practices (BMPs), and to assist agricultural producers with BMP
implementation. The participation of agricultural producers in
these BMP programs is important because BMP implementation helps demonstrate the agricultural industry’s commitment to water resource protection, and thereby helps maintain legislative, agency, and public support for government

incentive-based programs to reducing agricultural impacts to
water resources. Implementation of Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP)-verified, FDACS-adopted
BMPs, in accordance with rule, provides a presumption of
compliance with water quality standards. Further, the FWRA
requires that nonpoint sources, such as agriculture, be addressed in Basin Management Action Plans (BMAPs) by either
implementing BMPs or having to conduct water quality
monitoring to show that they are not violating water quality
standards. If a producer does neither, the FDEP or the applicable water management district can take enforcement action.
By definition, BMPs are practices that provide environmental benefits of water conservation and/or nutrient load

reductions while being economically viable for the farmer
to implement. Though some BMPs can provide positive
economic benefits to the farmer, unfortunately many will not,
meaning the farmer’s marginal cost to implement BMPs will
likely limit their ability to do so. Therefore, incentive-based
support programs are needed to ensure all of the necessary
BMPs will be implemented.
Agricultural best management practices (BMPs) have been
shown to provide substantial environmental benefits. The
FDACS cost-share BMP program in the Lake Okeechobee
Watershed has been estimated to reduce nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P) loads from farms by about 280 and 53 tons/
year, respectively (SWET, 2016). However, the question is often

asked “How do we know BMPs are working if we are not
monitoring the runoff and groundwater from all of our
farms?” This is a reasonable question and points to the
primary objective of a recent FDACS funded project to
develop a BMP Assessment Tool (BMPAT) for sod production
farms that is able to quantify N and P reductions in surface
and groundwater discharges and water savings associated
with implementation of individual and/or a suite of BMPs
based on our existing knowledge of sod farm practices and
their associated environmental impacts. In addition, the
BMPAT also provides cost estimates of the various BMPs so
that the cost effectiveness for selected BMPs in terms of dollars per pound of N or P being reduced leaving the farm.
The first step in the development of the Sod BMPAT was
to conduct a literature review to document our current
knowledge base for quantifying the relationships between
turfgrass production practices and environmental impacts
and benefits and to estimate of the potential surface and
groundwater discharges and nutrient loads leaving the farm.
The nutrient reductions and water savings will be assessed
using a range of factors, including the species and cultivar of
turfgrass being grown, the hydrogeological region within
Florida, soil type, and cultural practices used, e.g., establish-

ment methods, fertilization, irrigation, drainage, pest control,
and harvesting methods. The BMPAT also assesses the
interdependencies between multiple BMPs being applied
on the same field.
An additional study objective was to obtain information
for estimating the implementation and operational and
maintenance (O&M) costs associated with BMPs so that
when combined with estimated reductions of N and P, the
cost effectiveness of the practices can be provided. This
information allows growers and FDACS to prioritize and
focus BMP programs for optimal use of funds and for
identifying field studies and BMP monitoring efforts needed
to fill data gaps.
A project technical advisory group (PAG) of

turfgrass producers, FDACS staff, UF-IFAS experts,
and the executive director of Turfgrass Producers
of Florida helped identify and evaluate the technologies that may be used by sod production
operations in Florida to meet environmental
Goals and to review the BMPAT and associated
documentation. and Data
Microsoft’s Excel was selected as the software
environment for BMPAT because it has the
computational and data management capabilities
needed for the tool and is readily available for all
Fig. 1: BMPAT Model Structure
(Continued on page 13)
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EQUIPMENT BUILT FROM EXPERIENCE

BELLE GLADE

SH-2200

Brouwer
Full Page
(Fall 2021)

(Repeat from Summer)

Adjustable Piling Wall

Floating Cutter Head

Toll Free: 1-888-341-5113
@brouwerkesmac info@kesmac.com
WWW.BROUWERKESMAC.COM

THE ULTIMATE FLORIDA
SLAB SOD HARVESTER
The Brouwer 2200 Harvester on a John Deere 5065E
with direct manual hydraulic controls is a reliable workhorse that consistently cuts the highest quality turf. The
outer frame surrounds a rugged floating cutting head
that has easy pitch and roller adjustments. The low front
pivot point and heavy pressure on the front roller makes
sure that the head follows every contour, while the pivot
bearing ensures rapid action back and forth to provide
an even cut, even through curves.

jtucker@evergladesfarmequipment.com
WWW.EVERGLADESFARMEQUIPMENT.COM
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Sod BMP Assessment Tool, cont. from page 11
selected assessment scenarios.
Two scenarios are provided so
that the user can compare a
pre- and post- condition for the
farm area to be evaluated. The
user will input their data for
each scenario, which will then
be parameterized by the
program based on these inputs
so that the quantitative impacts of the user’s selections
will directly provide the water
savings and nutrient reductions
for the selections. The intent of

having the two separate user
input scenarios is to allow the
user to quantitatively evaluate
the environmental benefits of
their current FDACS NOI
program compared to a
previous farm condition or for
a proposed future FDACS NOI
BMP program compared to
their current practices. The
general concept of the BMPAT
is to allow the user to describe

Fig. 2: Site Entry Form for the Two Comparative BMP Scenarios

potential users. The BMPAT structure within Excel is shown in
Figure 1. The user only needs to interact with the “Site Entry
Form” worksheet. The remaining sheets contain the adjustment factors, databases, and computational algorithms that
analyze and provide the resulting nutrient load and water
reductions, and the cost-effectiveness information for the two

their farm conditions on the

Site Entry Form worksheet that contains a set of questions
designed to provide detailed farm level information from
which parameter values are generated (Fig. 2). The BMPAT
program, via the data and algorithms in the other worksheets,
will use the data input by the user to calculate the nutrient
and water discharges and cost effectiveness information that
is provided in a Results Table (Fig. 3). The
information provided by the BMPAT is intended to help farm owners and managers make
better cost-effective decisions for staying in
compliance with State regulations.
For more information about the BMPAT
Program, contact your local FDACS Office,
Clegg Hooks at Clegg.Hooks@fdacs.gov or Del

Bottcher at dbottcher@swet.com.

References
SWET. (2016). Estimation of Total Phosphorus and
Nitrogen Loads Reductions Associated with FDACS
Lake Okeechobee Cost-Share BMP Program. Tasks 1
and 2. Prepared for the Florida Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services, Tallahassee, FL.

Fig. 3: BMPAT Results Table for the
Two Example Scenarios.
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Magnum Harvester
Full Page
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EREF Update: New Ordinance Activity in
Orange and Hillsborough, City of Cape Coral
Mac Carraway, Consulting Executive Director

Hillsborough County

Orange County

County Commissioners (the BCC) heard from their staff on a

existing fertilizer ordinance to eliminate the current exemp-

draft fertilizer ordinance creating a typical four-month sum-

tion for licensed professionals. The County has released new

mer fertilizer blackout (after having considered a six-month

data which it believes indicates a connection between urban

blackout extending through November). The public hearing

fertilizer and nutrient impairments in the Wekiva River Basin.

for the first reading on the new ordinance is currently set for

Industry efforts are underway to evaluate the new data, and

November 17. Various parties have been communicating with

to further engage with the County on this process. We expect

individual commissioners and staff, including comments on

further workshops and hearings in late 2021.

On September 22, 2021, the Hillsborough County Board of

an early draft of the ordinance from Dr. Bryan Unruh of UF/
IFAS. Background from staff and industry representatives
confirmed that the BCC was unanimous in its desire to

Orange County has begun the process of changing their

Florida Legislative Session

The upcoming legislative session in Florida will likely

implement the ordinance and that they have largely ignored

include further attempts to address nutrient impacts on state

recent red tide outbreaks in the Tampa Bay area, with public

open. More importantly, reach out to your local legislative

alternate points of view. The ordinance was further fueled by
demonstrations and media messaging focused on getting
“accountability” for pollution and for causing red tides. While
the phosphorus-laden discharges from the Piney Point facility

waters. It is important for everyone involved to keep their eyes
delegation and talk to them early and often. Also, support
their campaigns! We need champions in the legislature, and
it all starts with local connections and relationships.

in Manatee County received a great deal of the attention, urban fertilizers were in the same bullseye from a political
standpoint. This issue is now fully political (as opposed to scientific). Connections between urban fertilizer and local water
quality problems are unsupported by any substantive re-

search, but the rainy-season mythology is firmly entrenched in
the arsenal of activists and their enablers in elected office.
Based on the inevitability of the passage of this ordinance,
EREF is not planning to engage further with the BCC, or to
appear at the public hearings. Local professionals are en-

couraged to take up the issue by visiting, calling, or writing

their local commissioners in the context of the best practices which have been used by the green industry for decades

to protect water quality and natural systems. Local connec-

tions are the most powerful tool industry professionals have at
their disposal and are the best way to convey that we are partners in protecting water quality.

City of Naples
The circuit court hearing on EREF’s lawsuit against the City
of Naples is now scheduled for November. A ruling by the
judge is expected then or shortly thereafter, barring any courtimposed delays.

City of Cape Coral

On October 6, 2021, the City of Cape Coral passed a four-

month blackout (June-September) with no professional exemptions. However, golf and sports fields were exempted.
Persistent efforts by both EREF and local professionals were
unsuccessful in changing the trajectory of this ordinance,
which was not entirely a surprise given the prior indifference
to industry concerns shown by elected officials and City staff.
Clippings | Fall 2021 | 15
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Save the Date!

Growing Better 2022
The Turfgrass Producers of Florida
Annual Meeting & Field Day

Thursday, April 28, 2022 | Top Golf, Tampa, Florida
Annual Meeting Lunch

Top Golf FUN-draiser

Reception & Dinner

Friday, April 29, 2022 | Field Day, Parrish, Florida
Hosted by Bayside Sod & Council Growers Sod
Vendor Displays

Equipment Demonstrations

Lunch courtesy of Everglades Equipment Group

Networking

Watch for details and reserve booth space at

www.floridaturf.com/events

Call or email for Sponsorship information
General Registration opens late January 2022

2021 Partner Sponsors

